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Details of Visit:

Author: richiewhite25
Location 2: Maida Vale
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 19 Apr 2013 16.30
Duration of Visit: 45 mins
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Easy to locate with the directions given by text and a mere five minutes walk from Warwick Avenue
underground.

Nice quiet area and well appointed/decorated room.

Standard Hod service, no fuss all fun!

The Lady:

As much as a cliche as it is, in person far far far prettier then the photos (the photos are an accurate
account) but in person simply stunning. Dressed in a simple yet effective lingerie set which
delightfully showed off her curves, silky tan skin and luscious dark long flowing hair. 

The Story:

I can say emphatically the best experience I have had since my first visit to Hod which was with the
now sadly missed Jade.

Both ladies left me with an almighty satisfied glow that radiates days afterwards.

From my personal point of view being a lover of all things Thai and latin; to meet a lady who has
both heritages is a dream! (ok reality now!) My only question is now: where do you find such a
wonderful combination in civilian life?

I somewhat digress! From start to finish it was a gentle alluring GFE with soft kisses all over leading
to a slow and sensual blow job. On with the condom for the first of two positions, the first being
cowgirl whereby her wonderful breasts were bouncing, all the while intercepted with soft kisses .

I repaid the oral favour as well as feasting on her exquisite breasts and proceeded into the second
position of myself on top where i climaxed.
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I realised afterwards I had missed a trick and forgot to sample the delights of her ass in doggy!
However it was an all the more intimate encounter with the face to face positions.

A simply stunning lady, golden, raven haired, sweet, sexy, funny.. Simply Amazing (Am i gushing
enough!) Shakira eat your heart out! 
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